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What are PEDs?
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What are PEDs?

Initial way to think about PEDs is that they are simply a

1. list of banned drugs, and

2. they give athletes a competitive advantage

Examples include:

1. Steroids and Testosterone: taken by injection and allow for increases in muscle mass

2. Erthyropoietin (EPO): take by injection and increase red blood cell count

3. Human Growth Hormone (hGH): Pills, powders, injection; Increases muscle mass

4. Ephedrine Pills: Improve endurance and increase aggressiveness

5. Albuterol: Inhaled, injection, pills; builds muscle

6. Propranolol (beta blockers): Slows heart rate, relaxes blood vessels, diminishes
nervous sweat and trembling, steadies hand
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What are PEDs?

It is important to note that:

1. there are some banned substances that
are not PEDs (e.g. recreational drugs,
masking agents)

2. some PEDs are not even drugs (e.g.
autologous blood doping – blood
transfusion with your own blood)

3. not all PEDs are “artificial”, some
substances (e.g. testosterone) are
natural.
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Testing, avoidance, use, public reaction, and penalties
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How do we test for PEDs?

It varies depending on the sport but there are usually three main ways:

1. Urine: pee into a cup (most widely used, inexpensive, easy to avoid via masking
agents)

2. Hair follicle: 50 hairs are taken (expensive, relatively accurate)

3. Blood: drawn via syringe (Most accurate: direct detection test of blood for the
presence of PEDs or biological Passport: indirect detection in blood of the presence
of PEDs; blood is drawn over a period of time and an electronic record of different
markers in blood, irregularities indicate the presence of drug use)
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How strict is testing for PEDs?

It varies depending on the sport:

� In some sports, testing is easy to avoid

� In other sports, testing is extremely strict

1. Elite track athletes are subject to in-competition and out-of-competition testing 365
days a year, and random testing requires that athletes keep anti-doping agencies
apprised of their whereabouts and be able to supply urine and blood to designated
doping officials. They not only undergo direct tests but are subject to the biological
passport.

2. NFL makes uses of a random urine test once per year (during the season). It
recently instituted a test for HGH but this test (isoform test) can only detect HGH
if you took it a few hours before the test. random testing (during season)
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Getting around the tests

In addition to the strictness and looseness of the testing, there are issues concerning
the reliability of tests.

1. In some sports, testing is not random and so athletes can use PEDs when they
know they won’t be tested

2. Athletes can also use procedures that are difficult to detect, e.g. microdoses

3. Athletes can also use masking agents that avoid less sensitive tests
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What sports use PEDs?

1. baseball, running, race-walking, boxing, football, weightlifting, golf, soccer,
bodybuilding, hockey, cycling, tennis, badminton, supercross, pistol-shooting,
cricket, skiing, bowling, and racquetball

2. professional, amateur, and even animal athletes

3. Among NCAA athletes, highest use was from lacrosse players: A 2005-2009 study
by the NCAA found that 14.4% (2005) and 12.2% (2009) of lacrosse athletes
admitted to using amphetamines.
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What sports use PEDs?

Animals?

1. Yes, it occurs in horse, pig, dog, and even pigeon racing.

2. At the Colorado State Fair in 2012, a “champion” goat
named Theodore tested positive for ractopamine (a feed
additive not approved for goats). The owner of Theodore
received a lifetime ban from state fair livestock events.

3. One report says that pigs and steer were injected with
clenbuterol to increase muscle mass.

Figure: Donkey at Tudek
Park
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Public reaction to PEDs

1. Fans think athletes should be tested for PED use and dopers should be punished. A
2004 Gallup polls found that 91% of 469 baseball fans were in favor of testing for
steroids and other PEDs, and 44% of that group would be upset if athletes were
not tested.

2. After the “Mitchell Report”, a 2007 investigative report detailing widespread illegal
use of steroids and other PEDs, a Gallup poll indicated that 60% of Americans
thought the players implicated in the report should be punished (37% no
punishment, 3% no opinion).

3. However, The majority of baseball fans would prefer no punishment or fining rather
than suspension, 53% to 43%
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What are the penalties for PED violations

Almost no sport allows for the use of PEDs. Some sports use their own testing
guidelines and penalty systems. Other sports follow the guidance from a drug-testing
(e.g. USADA or WADA). Penalties include (this information might be a little
outdated):

1. Cyclists: 1st offense: 2 year ban, 2nd offense: Lifetime ban

2. NFL: 1st offense: 4 game suspension; 2nd offense: 8 game suspension; 3rd offense:
1 year suspension

3. NBA: 1st offense: 5 game suspension; 2nd offense: 20 game suspension; 3rd
offense: 25 game suspension; 4th offense: 2 year suspension

4. NCAA: 1st offense: 1 year loss of eligibility; 2nd offense: permanently ineligibility

5. NHL: 1st offense: 20 game suspension; 2nd offense: 60 game suspension; 3rd
offense: Lifetime ban
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The main ethical issue with PEDs
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The main ethical question about PEDs in sports

The main ethical question concerning PEDs in sport is this:

The Main Question

Are the rules and penalties against the use of PEDs ethically justified?

We are not asking these questions:

1. practically speaking, should athletes use PEDs?

2. is the use of PEDs against the rules?

3. is it morally acceptable for an athlete to use PEDs?
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The main ethical question about PEDs in sports

Question

Are the rules and penalties against the use of PEDs ethically justified?
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Arguments against PEDs

There are three main arguments cited in support of PED rules and penalties. These are:

Three Arguments

from harm

fairness

from the nature of sport
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The argument from harm
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The argument from harm

Arguments from harm are consequentialist arguments. They point to the harm caused
to individuals in order to justify the rules and penalties against PEDs. Arguments from
harm point to two types of harm:

1. harm done to the athletes themselves

2. harm done to non-athletes as a result of PED usage.
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Argument from harm: To athletes
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The argument from harm: Harm to athletes

The Argument

1. The use of PEDs causes
significant bodily harm to the
athlete (either short-term or
long-term).

2. Rules and penalties should be
in place to prevent athletes
from harming themselves.

3. Therefore, PED rules and
penalties are ethically justified.
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significant bodily harm to the
athlete (either short-term or
long-term).

2. Rules and penalties should be
in place to prevent athletes
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3. Therefore, PED rules and
penalties are ethically justified.

P1: (Effects)

Acne, baldness, liver damage, stunted growth in
young people, breast tissue development, shrinking
of testicles, hair growth (women), increased
aggression, stroke, heart attack, nerve or joint pain,
muscle weakness, carpal tunnel syndrome, cancer,
fluid retention, heart disease, diabetes, high blood
pressure, dizziness, irregular heart beat
(arrhythmia), severe dehydration, unsafe drop in
blood pressure, increased heart rate, anxiety,
numbness, chest pain, problems with vision, speech,
balance, Stomach discomfort, diarrhea, nausea
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The argument from harm: Harm to athletes

The Argument

1. The use of PEDs causes
significant bodily harm to the
athlete (either short-term or
long-term).

2. Rules and penalties should be
in place to prevent athletes
from harming themselves.

3. Therefore, PED rules and
penalties are ethically justified.

P2 (Paternalism)

1. The second premise contends that what ethically
justified PED rules and penalties is that it
prevents athletes from harming themselves.

2. This premise is a paternalistic premise.

3. Paternalism refers to the use of power to
restrict someone’s freedom in order to (i) force
them to do what it is in their best interest or (ii)
prevent them from doing something that is not
in their best interest.
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The argument from harm: paternalism

Paternalism can either be justified or unjustified.
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The argument from harm: paternalism

Paternalism can either be justified or unjustified.

Paternalism is thought to be justified when at least one of the following conditions is in
place:

1. the individual cannot make a free and informed decision

2. the individual’s decisions harms someone else.
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Paternalism can either be justified or unjustified.

Paternalism is thought to be justified when at least one of the following conditions is in
place:

1. the individual cannot make a free and informed decision

2. the individual’s decisions harms someone else.

Example (A child)

A child wants to stick his/her finger into an electrical socket. The child is not
informed about the dangers. It is in the best interests of the child to prevent this, even
if it means taking away their freedom.
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The argument from harm: paternalism

Paternalism can either be justified or unjustified.

Paternalism is thought to be justified when at least one of the following conditions is in
place:

1. the individual cannot make a free and informed decision

2. the individual’s decisions harms someone else.

Example (An insane individual)

A mentally unstable individual on a large number of psychedelic drugs wishes to harm
themselves. They cannot be considered mentally capable of making a free choice
(their choice is controlled by their drug use and mental instability).
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The argument from harm: paternalism

Paternalism can either be justified or unjustified.

Paternalism is thought to be unjustified when the individual has the mental capacity to
make a free and well-informed decision for themselves, that decision does not hurt
another person, but but when an authority makes that decision for them.

Example (Extreme example)

Suppose you are hungry. It is for your own good to eat a sandwich put in front of you,
but you decide not to do so. However, someone enters the room and puts a gun to
your head and says to eat a sandwich. This is not a free choice. The decision is being
made for you even if you are capable of deciding for yourself.

Example (Curfew)

Policy that forces adults to be off the streets by midnight.
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The argument from harm: paternalism

If the paternalistic premise (Rules and penalties should be in place to prevent athletes
from harming themselves) is true, then one of the following needs to be true:

1. the athlete is not capable of making a free, informed choice about the dangers of
PEDs to one’s self.

2. the athlete’s decision to use PEDs harms other people
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The argument from harm: paternalism

Let’s look at the idea that athletes are not capable of making a free and well-informed
choice.

1. Obviously the athlete is not being physically forced to take PEDs. If this were the
case, then we might say that PED rules are justified because the athlete is not
capable of making a free choice.

2. However, some argue that the athlete is strongly coerced to use PEDs.

3. This might be thought of as the same as not being free.
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Coercion

The first type of coercion takes the form of unreasonable incentives.

Example

Suppose Jon offers Tek an incentive to do some action but where the incentive is so
enticing that Tek cannot appreciate the harms associated with doing the action. We
can imagine Jon offering Tek a million dollars to drink a slightly arsenic-laced beverage
and where Tek is so enticed by the idea of having a million dollars that he doesnt
appreciate the dangers associated with drinking poison.

For agreeing to anti-doping rules, athletes are offered multi-million dollar contracts,
shoe deals, and a host of other incentives for athletic performance provided they agree
to the rules of sport. It might be argued that such incentives cloud the athletes
judgment insofar as they fail to fully appreciate the harms of using PEDS.
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Coercion

The second type of coercion takes the form of unnecessary pressure to harm one’s
self. The argument here is that athletes are coerced to use PEDs because they are put
in the following scenario:

Athlete

Take PEDs

Not take PEDs

Elite sport

Non-elite
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Coercion

The argument then is that if PEDs
were permitted, then athletes
would be required to take them
(otherwise they would not be
competitive). In short, they would
be coerced to harm themselves.
Their choice would not be a free
choice. Thus, in order to protect
athletes from themselves, it is
morally necessary to have PED
rules and punishments.

The Argument

1. The use of PEDs causes significant bodily harm
to the athlete (either short-term or long-term).

2. Rules and penalties should be in place to prevent
athletes from harming themselves.

3. Therefore, PED rules and penalties are ethically
justified.
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Coercion

Question

1. What do you think about the argument from harm? Does it adequately justify the
rules and penalties associated with PEDs?

2. Are athletes coerced into taking PEDs?
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Argument from harm: PED game
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PED Game

One argument in support of the rules and penalties of PED use is that athletes are not
capable of making a free, rational, and well-informed decision to use PEDs. Because of
this, it is necessary to be paternalistic (restrict their freedom for their own good)
toward athletes and ban PEDs.
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PED Game

Such bans are justifiably paternalistic if we can show that an athlete is not capable of
making free, rational, and informed choice about using PEDs and that it is necessary
we make the choice for them.

1. If athlete makes an informed choice, then they have a reasonable understanding of
the consequences of taking PEDs (we know the relative risks and benefits).

2. If the athlete’s choice is rational, then they have various options open to them that
they are capable of evaluating and choosing one based upon their ultimate desires
and the information available to them.

3. What is meant by a free choice is a tricky issue.
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PED Game

Lets say an athlete’s choice is a “free choice” if it meets the following conditions:

1. Not blocked by physical constraints: Suppose you are driving and have the
option of turning left or right. But suppose there is a barricade to your right. Here
you are not free from physical constraint.

2. Not driven by instincts: Suppose you are driving and have the option of turning
left or right. Now suppose that while there are no barricades blocking your way,
there is a person standing in the middle of the road on the right side. You start to
drive toward the individual but you quickly turn left to avoid the person. Here we
would say your choice was instinctive and not free.

3. Not forced by significant coercion: Suppose you receive a call from a stranger
who claims to have your family at gunpoint. He tells you that you if you dont tell
him your ATM password, he will shoot one of your family members. In this case
you are being extorted, i.e. significantly pressured, threatened, or forced to do an
action against your will.
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PED Game

Last time we discussed the idea that athletes are unable to make a free, rational, and
well-informed decision because:

1. unreasonable incentives compromise their capacity to make a free, well-informed
and rational decision and

2. if PEDs were permitted, there would be significant coercion to use PEDs and so
they would be unable to make a free, rational, and well-informed decision.

Let’s test this hypothesis.
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PED Game: Prompt

We will test the hypothesis by playing a game. You will take the role of a competitive
sprinter who has the possibility of getting certain rewards for performing well over the
course of three races. You will be given a vague description of your runner along with
his/her best time. Before each race you will one of four options:

1. train

2. rest

3. use human growth hormone (hGH), or

4. use steroids

Each of these actions has an effect on your overall performance and health
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PED Game: Important Notes

It is important to note some things about your athlete:

1. your athlete has a finite amount of health, somewhere between 9-15.

2. not all runners have the same amount of health.

3. not all runners are of equal starting ability

4. each runner reacts differently to using PEDs, but all react the same to training

5. the performance effects you receive from hGH and steroids is temporary but the
performance effect you receive from training is permanent
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PED GAME: Points

After each race, I will calculate your time against the times of other
competitors, then write the results on the board. Depending upon
your place in that race, you will receive points for that race.

� 1st: 10pts

� 2nd: 8pts

� 3rd: 5pts

� 4th: 3pts

� 5th: 2pts

� 6th: 1pt

� 7th: 0pts

� 8th: 0pts
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PED GAME: Effects

Remember that your decision to train, rest, use
HGH, use steroids has an effect on your long-term
health and performance:

� Train: -1 health; reduces time -.02 (permanent
benefit)

� Rest: +1 health; no performance benefit

� HGH: -3 health; reduces time -.08 to -.04 (for
one race)

� Steroids: -5 health, reduces time -.1 to -.07 (for
one race)

Here is how we determine your
final physical state:

� Healthy: 8 or more

� Sick: 7-8

� Very Sick: 1-6

� Dead: 0
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PED Game: Rewards

Participation in this game will bring real-life rewards, but succeeding in the game gives
you the opportunity for greater rewards. Here is how these rewards are determined (pts
refer to race points):

1. Alive + 25pts = 5pts added to your essay 1 grade

2. Alive + 20pts = 4pts added to your essay 1 grade

3. Sick + 18pts = 3pts added to your essay 1 grade

4. Sick + 16pts = 2pts added to your essay 1 grade

5. Healthy + 14pts = 1pt added to your essay 1 grade
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PED Game: Questions

1. After playing the 100m Dash Game, what sorts of pressures did you encounter to
use PEDs?

2. After the first race of the 100m Dash Game, what was your reaction concerning
whether the other runners used PEDs?

3. Can you think of other pressures that professional athletes face to use PEDs?

4. The paternalistic argument contends that if PEDs were permitted, athletes would
not be capable of making a free choice (one based on their own interests). In
thinking of all of the pressures we have considered, would you say that athletes are
making a free choice or is choice is coerced (obviously no one has a gun to their
head)?
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The argument from harm: objections

Comparative Harms Objection

The harm of PEDs to athletes is comparatively-speaking small compared to the harm
caused by participation in elite sport.

1. Lets assume that all of the direct and indirect health risks that PEDs pose were
discovered.

2. If harm to the athlete is the driving force behind the prohibition of PEDs, then a
variety of different professional sports should be banned as they expose the
athlete to more harm than PED use.
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The argument from harm: objections

1. One version of this argument has recently been put forward by DJ Nutt in his
“Equasy - An overlooked addiction with implications for the current debate on drug
harms”

2. Nutt argues that although people derive pleasure from riding horses, thousands of
individuals sustain serious injury due to horse-related activity, e.g. riding, grooming,
etc.

3. In addition to running the risk of spinal fracture and death, the prevalence of
riding -related injuries is shockingly high.

4. Between 2001 and 2003, a whopping 27.5% of individuals aged 25 years and
younger who rode a horse at least six times in the past year required treatment by a
physician for a horse-related injury.

5. An estimated 102,904 individuals were treated in American emergency rooms for
horse-related injuries, with approximately 11,500 individuals suffering traumatic
brain injuries.
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The argument from harm: objections

If we care about protecting the athlete from harm to self, then we ought to prevent
athletes from undertaking certain sports that are well-known to be significantly more
dangerous than PED use.

1. extreme sports: base jumping, bungee
jumping, certain varieties of
skateboarding, mountain-biking, BMX
racing, snowmobiling, free climbing, and
snowboarding

2. sports with significant contact: football,
rugby, boxing, MMA, soccer, etc.

Figure: Boxing. Attribution: Flickr
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The argument from harm: objections

Football

In football (American), while on-the-field fatalities are scarce (although since 1995, 52
football players have died from heatstroke), football players do run the risk of serious
injury and even permanent disability. While there are data-collection problems with
reporting the incidence of concussions (as concussions are self-reported),

1. there were at least 0.38 concussions per NFL game between 2002-2007

2. In 2011, thirteen high school football players were permanently disabled as a result
of a football-related injury.

3. The average length of a football player was 4 years.
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The argument from harm: objections

Soccer

In football (soccer), numerous studies indicate that the rate of injury for professional
players is high.

1. Hawkins and Fuller report that the injury level of professional footballers is 1000x
higher than those working in high risk industrial professions.

2. In contrast to these high risk professions where non-compliance is a strong factor in
work injury, the vast majority of football-related injuries are the result of playing
within the rules, i.e. only 12% of football injuries involved a player breaking the
rules.
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The argument from harm: objections

Figure: Theo Walcott is a 27 year old
English soccer player who plays for
Arsenal. Creative Commons

Season Injury Days
16/17 Hamstring Injury 12 days
15/16 Calf Injury 33 days
14/15 groin strain 28 days
13/14 Cruciate Ligament Rupture 280 days
13/14 Abdominal muscles injury 59 days
12/13 Calf Problems 10 days
12/13 Shoulder injury 7 days
12/13 Lung contusion 14 days
11/12 Thigh Muscle Strain 17 days
10/11 Sprained Ankle 35 days
10/11 Malleolar injury 35 days
09/10 Back trouble 28 days
08/09 Shoulder injury 91 days
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The argument from harm: objections

Question

What sort of injuries can you think of that occur to professional athletes (or yourself)?
Do you think these are more (or less) serious than the negative health effects
associated with PEDs?
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The argument from harm: objections
To put the argument tersely

1. any proponent who was to rely exclusively on the idea that PEDs are wrong and
should be prohibited because of the harm they cause to the athlete ought to be
in favor of bans on sports where the potential health risks of participating in the
sport significantly exceed that of PED use.

2. However, we don’t think horse-riding, or football, or soccer, etc. should be banned.

3. Thus, if there is a legitimate argument under-girding the prohibition on PED use, it
cannot be based simply in the amount of health risks PEDs pose to athletes.

Ban things that harm athletes

PEDs harm athletes Ban PEDs

Sport harms athletes Ban sport ?

?
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The argument from harm: objections

Another way to put this objection is as follows: if there is no way to distinguish the
harm that PED use causes from that of athletic training and participation, then
arguments from self-harm thus are unstable.

1. If self-harm is a good reason for prohibition, then PED use and professional sports
should be prohibited.

2. If self-harm isnt a good reason for prohibition, then, barring any other reason,
prohibition of PEDs in athletics is not rationally justified.
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Arguments against PEDs: Functional efficiency

There is a second objection to the harm to athletes argument.

1. Even if there are certain negative health effects of using PEDs, PEDs are neither
used with the intent to harm the body nor is their effect wholly negative. PEDs
actually increase (improve) the functional efficiency of the body.

2. The idea here is that if PEDs had no other function than to harm the body (e.g.
injecting yourself with a dangerous drug that only destroys the body), then the rules
prohibiting might be justified. But, PEDs can be said to enhance the body in
certain desirable ways.

Objection from functional efficiency

Even if PEDs harm the athletes, the athlete isn’t simply being forced to harm
themselves. Instead, they are improving themselves in one way (functional efficiency,
athletic capacity) at the expense of long-term health.
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Argument from harm: To non-athletes
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Arguments from harm: To non-athletes

There are three main arguments cited in support of PED rules and penalties. These are:

Three Arguments

from harm

fairness

from the nature of sport.

As mentioned, there are two types of arguments from harm

1. harm done to the athletes themselves

2. harm done to non-athletes as a result of PED usage.

We’ve considered the first of these arguments, specifically the argument that PED rules
are ethically justified since allowing PEDs would lead to athletes harming themselves.
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Arguments from harm: To non-athletes

The other type of argument from harm are those that argue that PED usage would
harm individuals who are not athletes. We have considered this sort of argument in
previous discussions. Briefly though, we might consider various groups harmed by an
athlete’s decision to use PEDs:

1. children who look up to athletes as role models, e.g. athlete X does PEDs (drugs),
so it is acceptable for me to use drugs.

2. amateur athletes who see that participation in a context where PEDs are used
might feel it necessary to use PEDs to stay competitive

3. other non-PED-using professional athletes, e.g. injury due to contact with stronger,
PED-using athlete
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Arguments from fairness
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Arguments from fairness: Introduction

Three Arguments

from harm

fairness

from the nature of sport.

We have covered various arguments from harm against PEDs. Next, let’s turn to
arguments from fairness
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Arguments from fairness: Introduction
To start, one might argue that rules preventing unfairness in sport are ethically justified
and that using PEDs is unfair; therefore, rules against PEDs are justified.

� What is meant when it is said that “the use of PEDs would be unfair”.
� Appeals to “fairness” by sporting bodies and doping agencies tend to be unclarified

as little to no attempt is ever made to explain what fairness, playing fair, or fair
play mean.

Example

The NCAA takes one of its principal duties to “[d]eter the use of NCAA banned
substances in order to promote fair competition and safety.” (my emphasis)

Given the lack of clarity on what “fair” means, we will have to consider a number of
different ways the term might be understood.
However, its roughly 400-page Division I Manual for 2013-2014 provides next to no
account of what is meant by fair competition other than compliance with the rules.1

1Division I Manual: 2013-2014. 2014. Indianapolis, IN: NCAA Academic and Membership Affairs
Staff. http://www.ncaapublications.com/productdownloads/D114JAN.pdf
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Argument from fairness: Rules argument
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Arguments from fairness: Rules argument
One way to understand the “unfairness” that PEDs bring about is in terms of the rules
of sport. The idea here is that PEDs are against the rules, athletes using PEDs would
be breaking the rules, so this would lead to unfairness.

Example

The World Anti-Doping Association (WADA) for example,
contends that “anti-doping rules” are “sport rules” and that
these rules govern “the conditions under which sport is
played.” As such, athletes are said to tacitly accept these
rules in the same way that they accept other competitive
rules of a game.

So, just as an athlete is bound to a set duration of a football
match or to run a specified path during a distance running
event, s/he also is bound to keep his/her body free from
certain prohibited substances.

Figure: The logo for the
World Anti-Doping
Association (WADA)
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Arguments from fairness: Rules argument

objection

If doping rules are just like any other rule in a sport, then the Rules Argument is too
narrow in that it would only apply to sports that make doping rules a part of its
rules. There are sports that do not currently require drug testing or whose existing
testing procedures are so lax that the rules are farcical.

Example

Bodybuilding organizations hold competitions that divide participants into tested and
untested groups. In the tested category, the use of PEDs is against the rules.
However, in the untested, the use of PEDs is not against the rules and so their use
wouldnt violate any principle of fairness. If doping rules are nothing more than the rules
of a particular sport, sporting bodies and anti-doping agencies ought to be comfortable
with variants of existing sports that permit PED usage and new PED-enriched sports.
In other words, if doping is unfair simply because it is against the rules, provided
athletes agree to the use of PEDs, doping would be fair in this sense.
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Arguments from fairness: Rules argument

The Rules Argument is circular.

Why is using PEDs against the wrong? Because it is against the rules. But why is
using PEDs against the rules? Because it is wrong.

PED use is wrong.

Why?

PED use is against the rules

Why?
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Arguments from fairness

1. If the Rules Argument is ineffective, then we cannot simply say PED violations are
wrong because they are against the rules.

2. Instead, we need an independent reason outside of the rules of sport to show that
the PED rules are justified.
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Argument from fairness: Unfair advantages
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Arguments from fairness: Unfair advantages

PED use might be considered unfair because it gives them an unfair advantage over
their competitors. There are two ways that this might be understood.

1. PEDs give athletes an athletic advantage over another their competitors. In other
words, it creates an inequality of ability.

2. doping gives certain athletes certain athletic opportunities that their competitors
cannot take advantage of. In other words, it creates an inequality of access.
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Arguments from fairness: Unfair advantages

The argument that PEDs are wrong because they are unfair because they create
athletic inequalities goes something like this:

1. Athlete X competes against athlete Y.

2. If X uses PEDs but Y doesn’t, then X has an advantage over Y. That is, PEDs
create an athletic inequality between X and Y.

3. Cases where an athlete has an advantage another lacks are unfair.

4. Sporting rules should prevent unfairness

5. Therefore, PED rules are justified.
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Arguments from fairness: Unfair advantages

Figure: Ben Johnson winning the 100m dash in the 1988 Seoul Olympics. Credit:
http://en.espn.co.uk/athletics/sport/story/241555.html
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Arguments from fairness: Unfair advantages

objection
� Part of the argument contends that PEDs create

unfairness because they create athletic inequalities.

� This is misguided since all competitive sporting
events aim to measure athletic inequalities.

� Some inequalities are of the athlete’s making (e.g.
athletic gains due to hard work, training, dedication,
listening to coaches, etc.

� Some inequalities are not due to the athlete’s
making, e.g. genetic advantages.

Figure: Finnish skier Eero
Maentyranta–winner of three
gold medals–benefited from
having a genetic mutation to the
erythropoietin receptor (EPOR)
gene, increasing the
oxygen-carrying capacity of his
blood. Open Source.
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Arguments from fairness: Unfair advantages

To put the objection another way, as W. M. Brown notes, if sport didn’t allow for
made and unmade athletic inequalities, then athletic contests would simply consist
of perfectly matched clones. The mere presence of an inequality of ability between
athletes is thus not sufficient to justify doping rules and their penalties.
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Arguments from fairness: Unfair advantages
Some people still might think that PED use gives athletes an unfair athletic advantage.

1. Some have argued that inequalities that are the
result of PED usage may, in fact, be more less
objectionable than inequalities that are the result
of genetics.

2. Julian Savulescu argues that refusing PEDs in
sports is a kind of discrimination against
individuals with inferior genetics.

3. If we were seriously interested in preserving
fairness, we ought to allow athletes the option of
taking PEDs. Doing so would level the playing
field as it would “remove [some of] the effects
of genetic inequality”

Figure: Julian Savulescu. CC BY-SA
2.0 - Flickr
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Arguments from fairness: Unfair advantages

The argument that PEDs create unfairness as they allow athletes to gain athletic
advantages might be satirized.

1. The first few sentences read as a depiction of a futuristic utopian society

2. However, the means by which this equality is achieved is by handicapping anyone
who exceeds the norm in any significant way.
� the intellectually gifted are forced to wear devices that blast twenty-one-gun salutes

thereby interrupting their train of thought
� the beautiful must hide their faces behind masks
� anyone of marked physical strength is required to wear sash-weights or bags filled with

lead birdshot.
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Arguments from fairness: Unfair advantages
The argument that PEDs create unfairness as they allow athletes to gain athletic
advantages might be satirized.

Consider the first few sentences of Kurt
Vonnegut’ short story “Harrison Bergeron”:

‘The year was 2081, everybody was
finally equal. They werent only
equal before God and law. They
were equal every which way. Nobody
was smarter than anybody else.
Nobody was better looking than
anybody else. Nobody was stronger
or quicker than anybody else.”

Figure: Kurt Vonnegut’s story “Harrison
Bergeron” was first published in The Magazine
of Fantasy and Science Fiction, and later in
Welcome to the Monkey House
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Arguments from fairness: Unfair advantages

Question

Harm and fairness are commonly cited by NCAA, WADA, USADA, NFL, NHL, FIFA, et
al. when justifying PED rules. However, they rarely (if ever) actually argue in any
detail about how harm and fairness justify PED rules and penalties. Now that we have
looked at arguments from fairness and arguments from harm to support the claim that
PED rules and penalties are ethically justifiable, are these arguments convincing (why
or why not)?
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Argument from fairness: inequality of access
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A second argument from fairness contends that PED rules and penalties are ethically
justified because:

1. it is unfair if there is something that one group of athletes / team can acquire that
another cannot

2. only some athletes can access (acquire) PEDs (e.g. the latest, best PEDs)

3. Rules and penalties should be in place to prevent unfairness in sport.

4. Therefore, PED rules and penalties are justified.
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Argument from Fairness: Inequality of Access

Objection: The argument is too narrow.

The argument would only apply to the most expensive PEDs and not to all PEDs.

1. Cost of high-grade Anadrol (steroid): $100-$200 per 100 50mg tablets (range varies
by brand), so roughly one to two dollars per tablet

2. Cost of use and administration of EPO: it looks like you can buy a year’s supply of
EPO for around $1200 ($300 per 3 month supplies) but you’ll also need items to
monitor and administer your usage (e.g. syringes, blood tests, maybe a doctor). So,
somewhere between $2,000 - $5,000 a year.
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Argument from Fairness: Inequality of Access

Objection: The argument is explosive

If PEDs create unfairness due to the fact that they are too expensive, then many other
things should be eliminated from sport, e.g. expensive golf clubs, expensive swimsuits,
expensive pole vaults, etc.
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Argument from Fairness: Inequality of Access

Objection: The argument is explosive

If PEDs create unfairness due to the fact that they are too expensive, then many other
things should be eliminated from sport, e.g. expensive golf clubs, expensive swimsuits,
expensive pole vaults, etc.

Legal Speedo LZR Racer Pro swimsuit
costs $280 per suit. The suit is usable for
2-3 meets before it stretches out.
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Argument from Fairness: Inequality of Access

Objection: The argument is explosive

If PEDs create unfairness due to the fact that they are too expensive, then many other
things should be eliminated from sport, e.g. expensive golf clubs, expensive swimsuits,
expensive pole vaults, etc.

Bauer Supreme 1S Le Sr. Ice Hockey
skates costs $959.00. Hockey players also
can purchase equipment of varying quality:
shoulder pads, helmets, mouth guards,
shin-guards, sharpen their skates ($5-10 per
sharpening), replace hockey sticks
($20-$150), purchase additional ice time,
etc.
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Argument from Fairness: Inequality of Access

Objection: The argument is explosive

If PEDs create unfairness due to the fact that they are too expensive, then many other
things should be eliminated from sport, e.g. expensive golf clubs, expensive swimsuits,
expensive pole vaults, etc.

High-altitude sleeping tent (hypobaric
chamber). Cheap versions cost around
$8,000.

Figure: Image from Hypoxico training systems
http://www.hypoxico.com/
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Argument from Fairness: Inequality of Access

Question

What are some examples of various things athletes can purchase or things they can do
(that cost money) that might give them a performance benefit over other athletes?
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Arguments from the nature of sport
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Arguments from nature of sport: Introduction

Thus far, we have considered the arguments from harm and arguments from fairness.
We now turn to arguments from the nature of sport.

Three Arguments

from harm

fairness

from the nature of sport
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Arguments from nature of sport: Introduction

The basic idea behind arguments from the nature of sport is that sport itself has a
particular purpose, nature, or goal and PEDs undermine that goal. In other words, all
arguments from sport are committed to some argument of the following form:

1. The purpose, nature, or goal of sport is X.

2. PED use violates the purpose, nature, or goal of sport.

3. Therefore, PED rules and penalties are ethically justifiable.
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Arguments from nature of sport: The natural athlete argument
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Arguments from nature of sport: The natural athlete argument

One version of the argument from nature contends that the purpose, nature, or goal of
sport is not to test the efficacy of sport technologies but to test the abilities of
human beings. In short:

1. The purpose, nature, or goal of sport is to test the athletic abilities of human
beings and not technologies.

2. PED use violates the purpose, nature, or goal of sport by making the outcome of an
athletic event determined by a technology.

3. Therefore, PED rules and penalties are ethically justifiable.
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Arguments from nature of sport: The natural athlete argument

This sort of argument can be supported through some examples:

1. Imagine a baseball bat that would lock onto the baseball and always hit a home run

2. Imagine a pair of basketball shoes that would allow the athlete to leap however high
they wanted

3. Imagine a pair of running shoes that aided the athlete to run significantly faster.

In each case we say that there is something wrong here. The technology, not the
athlete is doing the work. Sport has degenerated from a test of athletes to a test of the
efficacy of the tools they use.
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Arguments from nature of sport: The natural athlete argument

Objection: arbitrary

Sport allows a wide variety of technologies (non-natural) that increase athletic
performance. For example:

1. swimsuits,

2. fiberglass poles,

3. lighter shoes,

4. synthetic tracks,

5. hyperbaric chambers,

6. changes to golf clubs, etc.

In short, singling out PEDs is completely arbitrary. If there were no technologies
allowed that enhanced performance, swimmers should swim naked, football players play
without pads, runners without shoes, etc.
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Arguments from nature of sport: The natural athlete argument

One response is that the difference between those technologies and PEDs is that
PEDs are drugs that chemically alter one’s body. The purpose of sport is to test the
natural, chemically-unaltered human body.

Objection: still arbitrary

It is not clear why technologies that alter the human body are not acceptable but those
that do not are acceptable. However, even if this response is granted, sport allows a
wide variety of technologies that allow people to chemically alter their body:

1. hyperbaric chambers

2. vitamin / nutritional supplements (iron supplements, protein supplements, creatin)

3. vitamin-enriched foods
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Arguments from nature of sport: The natural athlete argument

Objection: still arbitrary
� some PEDs are not artificial modifications of the human body. Autologous blood

transfusions are banned, but this is a process where you remove your own blood and
reinsert it.

� some chemical modifications are allowed under the claim that they are medically
necessary (e.g. steroid inhalers, etc.)
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Arguments from nature of sport: Legacy arguments
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Arguments from nature of sport: Legacy arguments

� The Legacy Argument is a species of the
Argument from the Nature of Sport. This
argument contends that anti-doping rules are
morally justifiable and ought to be respected as
using PEDs would undermine the purity of
sport as it has been practiced throughout
history

� As Olympic gold-medal winner turned politician
Sebastian Coe has stated that PED users tarnish
the legacy of sport. “You know, the thing that
makes me most angry,” Coe says “is the fact
that they’re trashing our history. It’s like driving
a bulldozer through a war cemetery.” Figure: Sebastian Coe, competing in

the 800 meter dash in the 1980
Olympics. Credit: Commons:RIA
Novosti
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Arguments from nature of sport: The legacy argument

1. The purpose, nature, or goal of sport involves preserving the legacy of sport.

2. PED use violates the purpose, nature, or goal of sport by undermining the legacy of
sport.

3. Therefore, PED rules and penalties are ethically justifiable.

There are at least two ways to understand this sort of argument:

1. Higher Principles: Sport used to operate according to a certain set of good ethical
principles that current athletes do not adhere to.

2. Records: PEDs make it impossible to compare athletes across generations. They, in
a sense, are disrespectful to earlier athletes who didn’t use PEDs.
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Arguments from nature of sport: The legacy argument

If PEDs tarnish the ethical principles of sport as it was practiced by athletes (the higher
principles), then this legacy is one well-imbued with inequality, injustice, and unfairness.

Example

1. exclusion of women from sport, e.g. exclusion from Olympics, from the Boston
marathon, from collegiate sports, etc.

2. the exclusion of nonwhite athletes from sport

3. a long history of PED use.
� In the 1800s, gamblers often tried to rig the outcome of horse races by sneaking into

unguarded stables to sedate horses.
� The 1960 Olympic in Rome games saw the death of Danish cyclist Knud Enemark

Jensen, who had used Roniacol, a drug used to intensify blood circulation.

So if PED use is like driving a bulldozer through a war cemetery, as Coe says, then it is
best to remember that such a cemetery has its fair share of war criminals.
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Arguments from nature of sport: The legacy argument

The other version of the legacy argument
concerns the legitimacy of records. The
claim here is that to preserve the integrity
of sport we need to be able to compare
athletes across generations. This occurs
either via speculation or through records.

By speculation, we compare teams and
players that cannot currently compete
against each other.

1. who was better: Barry Sanders or
Walter Payton?

2. who is better: Michael Jordan or Lebron
James?

By records we compare to see who holds
the record in the event.

1. David Rudisha holds the world record in
the 800m dash in 1:40.91.

2. Ryan Kennelly holds the world record
bench press (with bench shirt) at
1075lbs
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Arguments from nature of sport: The legacy argument

Question

Consider your a comparison of your own
with your neighbor (either via speculation
or records).
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Arguments from nature of sport: The legacy argument

The claim then is that PEDs make it impossible to compare athletes via speculation
or records since athletes who use PEDs have such an unbelievable advantage.
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Arguments from nature of sport: The legacy argument

Objection: Assumes prior records were by
“clean” athletes

Simon et al. (pp.104-105) point out that it would
be illegitimate to compare Babe Ruth to the likes of
Bonds, Sosa, and McGwire because the latter used
PEDs while the former did not. This is factually
inaccurate since Ruth admitted to using PEDS. In
fact, the first documented case of PED use extends
back to 1889 with the pitcher Pud Galvin who used
testosterone

Figure: Pud Galvin. Public Domain
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Arguments from nature of sport: The legacy argument

A great and wildly entertaining history of
the use of PEDs can be found in Dope: A
History of Performance Enhancement in
Sports from the Nineteenth Century to
Today. by Daniel M. Rosen
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Arguments from nature of sport: The legacy argument

Objection: assumes the game and events are exactly the same.

1. Simon et al. (p.104) point out that various sporting rules change over time to
alter records, e.g. lowering the pitcher’s mound or introducing the three-point shot.

2. Changes to the tools of sport:, e.g. in track individuals would run on grass or
cinder (slower than today’s modern synthetic surfaces)

3. Changes to the resources: Improved diet, better nutritional supplements, better
coaches, better rehabilitation equipment.
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Arguments from nature of sport: The legacy argument

Objection: for some records it is ignores other contextual factors

� Simon et al. (p.104) point out that we might say that modern, PED-infused home
run records are illegitimate but this would ignore that pitchers also use PEDs.

� This seems as though it might be true in a number of competitive sports (e.g.
faster/stronger running backs up against faster/stronger linemen)
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s Argument
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

Michael Sandel claims that the desire to radically
enhance human beings through the use of
emerging biomedical technologies is expressive of an
unhealthy moral character.

Figure: Michael Sandel. Creative
Commons 3.0
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

According to Sandel, there is nothing morally
problematic with PEDs when used for therapeutic
purposes (it indicates a beneficent and caring
attitude to alleviate pain and suffering).

Figure: Michael Sandel. Creative
Commons 3.0
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

However, when PEDs are used to take an already
well-trained athlete and push him or her to the next
level, they indicate a deep moral danger.

Figure: Michael Sandel. Creative
Commons 3.0
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

Sandel writes that “The deeper danger [with
PEDs] is that they represent a kind of
hyper-agency, a Promethean aspiration to
remake nature, including human nature, to
serve our purposes and satisfy our desires.
The problem is not the drift to mechanism
but the drive to mastery. And what the
drive to mastery misses, and may even
destroy, is an appreciation of the gifted
character of human powers and
achievements” (pp.26-27).

Figure: Sandel’s book The Case
Against Perfection
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

The problem with PEDS in sports is that they express

1. a desire to obtain the enhanced capacities (made possible by PEDs) at the cost of

2. a thanklessness toward, ingratitude of, or devaluation of the natural capacities that
are the result of our natural situatedness (basically, an ingratitude toward what
nature has given us).

Sandel thus claims that this sort of thanklessness (a lack of appreciation) is a
character flaw, one that should be avoided, and insofar as we condone PEDs, we are
encouraging a kind of vicious behavior. Therefore, as a society aiming to encourage
virtue and discourage vice, we ought to prohibit PED use.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

Let’s call the following argument “Sandels Argument from the Nature of Sport”:

� P1: There is an essence, point, nature, or telos to competitive sports.

� P2: One aspect of the nature of sport is excellence, not striving or effort.

� P3: Excellence consists of the display of natural talents and gifts.

� P4: Enhanced bionic athletes “corrupt athletic competition as a human activity
that honors the cultivation and display of natural talents” (Sandel, p.29). In other
words, the genuine display of natural talents and gifts is an integral and important
feature to sport.

� P5: We ought not to corrupt the above conception of sport by turning away from
its nature/goal/point.

� C: Therefore, enhancement should be avoided in sport.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

P1 says there is an essence, point, nature, or telos to competitive sports. One
objection is that there is no essential purpose/nature to sports.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument
P1 says there is an essence, point, nature, or telos to competitive sports. One
objection is that there is no essential purpose/nature to sports.

Casey Martin
� In some PGA golf tournaments participants are allowed to use a cart during the

first two stages but required to walk during the third stage.

� Casey Martin was suffering from a degenerative circulatory disorder (a recognized
medical disability) that prevented him from walking the golf course.

� Martin requested to use a golf cart during the third stage, the PGA refused, and
Martin pursued a legal case under Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

� Title III requires accommodations be made unless it can be shown it fundamentally
alters the activity itself.

� One reason for denying Martin a cart in the third stage would be because walking is
an essential part of the golf, i.e. it induces fatigue and potentially compromises
ones ability to make a shot.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

P1 says there is an essence, point, nature, or telos to competitive sports. One
objection is that there is no essential purpose/nature to sports.

Scalia’s Remark

Some justices argued over whether or not walking was essential to golf. Justice Scalia
argued that such arguments were silly since the court cannot say what is essential to
sport. He argued that

� there is no essential purpose to sport (except maybe to entertain people)

� since there is no essential purpose, all rules are arbitrarily decided by tradition or the
sports ruling body.

� Eighteen-hole golf courses, 10-foot-high basketball hoops, 90-foot baselines,
100-yard football fieldsall are arbitrary and none is essential.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

P1 says there is an essence, point, nature, or telos to competitive sports. One
objection is that there is no essential purpose/nature to sports.

Sandel’s Defense of P1

1. Sandel rejects Scalias argument, claiming that Scalias “view of sport is far-fetched”
(Against Perfection, p.43).

2. Sandel argued that sports must have some sort of purpose, essential or nature
and this is to “call forth and celebrate certain talents and virtues worth admiring”
(Against Perfection, p.43).

3. I think the idea here is that some sports must have some key purposes because they
are designed to test different skills, e.g. golf some skills, football some skills,
running other skills, etc.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

P2 contends that one aspect of the nature of sport is excellence, not striving or effort.
This premise is supported by a thought experiment.

Test of whether hard work is all that matters
� Lets suppose there are two athletes SP and MJ. These two athletes are identical in

every way except for two characteristics:

� SP is the hardest working boxer, but not very talented

� MJ is endowed with an amazing amount of talent but does not work as hard as SP

� Finally, MJ and SP agree to fight, and MJ triumphs with a third round knockout.

If we thought effort and striving were all that mattered, then we should say the best
athlete is simply the one who tries the hardest. And so, SP should be better than
MJ. But, since MJ won the bought, we think MJ is the better athlete. In order to
explain this, we say that the point of sports involves not only testing hard work but
determining excellence.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

But how do we determine excellence if not through hard work?

P3 says that someone
is excellent at a sport if and only if they develop their natural talents and put them on
display in some form of sporting competition.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

But how do we determine excellence if not through hard work? P3 says that someone
is excellent at a sport if and only if they develop their natural talents and put them on
display in some form of sporting competition.

� Part of what it means to be excellent is that an individual has certain natural
talents (capacities that they acquired through nature / genetics and cultivated
through training).

� In short, the point of sport is to determine not simply hard work, dedication,
etc. but hard work in conjunction with natural talents.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

But how do we determine excellence if not through hard work? P3 says that someone
is excellent at a sport if and only if they develop their natural talents and put them on
display in some form of sporting competition.

Test of P3
� Consider two cyclists: Lance Armstrong and Greg LeMond. According to Sandel,

hard work / motivation are not the only factors to determine excellence. We also
need the display of natural talents and gifts.

� Lets assume that Armstrong and LeMond both work equally hard at their craft,
both pedal the same number of miles in training, and both have the same
dedication and love for the sport. And, lets suppose that Armstrong and LeMond
are not equal in terms of their innate athletic abilities, but that LeMond is blessed
with more natural cycling ability than Armstrong.

� Here we would say that LeMond is the better athlete. This is one of the goals of
sport!
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

P4 says that enhanced bionic athletes “corrupt athletic competition as a human
activity that honors the cultivation and display of natural talents” (Sandel, p.29).

Text of P4

Suppose Armstrong were to use drugs to beat LeMond (the naturally better athlete).
Doing this would corrupt sport’s role in honoring natural talents.

P4 is open to the some objections we have already considered, namely that much of
athletic excellence depends upon things besides hard work or natural talents, e.g.
having non-PED advantages, including better coaches, better equipment (e.g.
hyperbaric chambers, recovery equipment), coming from a family that supports you,
better non-natural nutrition (e.g. vitamins, supplements, etc.)
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

P5 is the claim We ought not to corrupt the above conception of sport by turning away
from its nature/goal/point.. P5 is supported by our intuitions that there is something
important about the traditional way in which sport has been played and against turning
sport into some kind of spectacle. Lets consider argument in support of P5:

� P1: If an activity depreciates the natural talents and gifts of the participants by
“isolating and exaggerating through artifice an attention-grabbing feature of a
sport”, then it is a spectacle and not a sport.

� P2: PEDs depreciate the natural talents and gifts of the participants in just this way.

� IC: Therefore, sports that involve PEDs are spectacles.

� P3: There is something valuable about sports such that they should not be turned
into spectacles.

� C: Therefore, the use and development of PEDs is morally wrong.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

Let’s consider a version of the previous argument. Namely, we might say that PED use
exaggerates certain aspects of sports and turns them into a spectacle (a show,
something not serious) something akin to TV Wrestling.

TV Wrestling

spectacle (not test of nat. talents)

Sports with PEDs

spectacle (not test of nat talents)

analogous to

Question

How might PEDs be said to turn sport into something like TV Wrestling? What would
it exaggerate or highlight or draw attention to?
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

� P1: There is an essence, point, nature, or telos to competitive sports.

� P2: One aspect of the nature of sport is excellence, not striving or effort.

� P3: Excellence consists of the display of natural talents and gifts.

� P4: Enhanced bionic athletes “corrupt athletic competition as a human activity
that honors the cultivation and display of natural talents” (Sandel, p.29). In other
words, the genuine display of natural talents and gifts is an integral and important
feature to sport.

� P5: We ought not to corrupt the above conception of sport by turning away from
its nature/goal/point.

� C: Therefore, enhancement should be avoided in sport.
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Arguments from nature of sport: Sandel’s hyper-agency argument

Objection: PED use doesn’t change the nature of sport

PEDs do not change the goal of athletic competition since it tests

1. the dedication, motivation, innate and developed abilities

2. the physical-psychological (although non-natural) properties of individuals

That is, not only are we interested in an athlete’s ability to respond to physical training
and diet, but we are also interested in how well that athlete’s body responds to drugs.
The best athletes are the ones whose psychological and physiological characteristics
best respond to training, diet, and drug use.

Response

In response, Simon claims that this objection misses the point of athletic competition
which is to: “select those who do run the fastest, swing the hardest, or jump the
farthest” but where ”the differences in outcome ... correlate with difference in ability
and motivation”, not in differences relating to a body’s capacity to react to drugs.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

So far we have examined three different types of arguments:

Three Arguments

from harm

fairness

from the nature of sport

We might say that none of the arguments are definitive. That is, no single
argument wholly justifies bans and penalties against PEDs in sport. But, we still need
to make a decision about the status of PEDs in sport.
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Three Arguments
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We might say that none of the arguments are definitive. That is, no single
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

Simon et al. (pp.106-107) contend that even if there is no conclusive argument for or
against PEDs in sports, we should give sports authorities (e.g. NCAA, IOC, WADA,
NFL) the power to decide assuming their decisions have reasonable grounds. To
support their view they cite some of the following reasons for keeping PEDs banned
and the punishments in place:

1. An athlete’s use of PEDs and harm themselves coerces other athletes to use PEDs
and thereby harm themselves (argument from harm).

2. if given the option, athletes would likely prefer a sport with no PEDs rather than a
sport with PEDs (argument from fairness)

3. PEDs are likely to encourage young people to used PEDs (argument from harm)

4. PEDs undermine prior athletic achievements and cheapen athletic records
(argument from nature)
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

1. Simon et al. (pp.106-108) recognize that each one of these arguments is subject to
criticism

2. They contend that they are, however, reasonable arguments against PEDs and so
make the decision to ban and penalize PEDs reasonable rather than purely
arbitrary or autocratic.

3. Does not commit us to saying that PEDs are, and always should be banned and
penalized. Instead, these are the reasons sporting bodies can cite to justify their
decisions in here and now.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

Objection: Enforcement

The main problem with Simon et al.’s presumptive case is that while it may justify the
rules against PEDs, it is unclear whether it justifies PED enforcement and penalties.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

Example (Drug testing)

Suppose our society wanted to stop recreational drug use (e.g. heroin, marijuana,
cocaine, meth). One way to accomplish this would be to institute unannounced,
random drug-testing of the population. That is, each citizen would be required to
submit to blood and urine tests. If the test was positive, each citizen would be subject
to a one-year jail term.

1. While we have to decide whether drugs should be against the law or not and there
may be good reasons for making PEDs against the law, we might object to the
way these laws are enforced and the penalties for violating these laws.

2. We would view random, invasive drug-testing without any evidence of potential
guilty as a violation of our freedom and right to privacy.

3. Thus, even if there are good reasons for PED rules and penalties, there may be
stronger reasons why these rules cannot be enforced or penalized.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

One response to this sort of argument is that it is reasonable to drug-test individuals
(employees) when their profession has the potential to put other people at risk.

1. airline pilots

2. bus drivers

3. police officer

4. railroad engineers

Simon et al. (pp.108-109) contend that since sport deals with harm to others (e.g.
young people, other athletes), we can justify the invasive drug-testing of athletes using
the same grounds for testing other professions.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

In short, Simon et al.’s argument is that since the profession of school bus driver is
analogous to the professional athlete in that both require that each is responsible for
the safety of others (e.g. children), and since we think it is reasonable to subject bus
drivers to invasive drug tests, we ought also think it is reasonable to subject athletes to
invasive drug tests.

School bus driver

OK to do invasive drug test

Pro athlete

OK to do invasive drug test

analogous to

therefore
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

In order for this analogical argument to work, there needs to be relative parity (or more
severe / invasive) between the type of testing and penalties for bus drivers and that of
athletes. Bus drivers typically have to undergo breathalyzers and urine drug tests:

1. at pre-employment

2. at post-accident

3. when there is reasonable suspicion

4. randomly (before, during, just after driving the bus)

The penalty for violating the alcohol and/or drug policy is termination.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

Objection: Athletes and direct vs. indirect harm to others

There is an important difference between driving a bus and being an athlete. Bus
drivers are directly responsible for the lives of children (others) where athletes are at
most only indirectly responsible for the health of others.

Objection: Severity of harm

There is a rough parity between the severity of penalties and invasiveness of testing
between bus drivers and athletes. However, bus drivers have the potential to
significantly more harm. Therefore, either the drug-testing and penalties for bus drivers
should be more severe or it should be less severe for the athletes.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

Simon et al. (pp.109-110) offer a second argument why invasive drug testing and
severe penalties are acceptable. They contend that:

1. we think it is morally acceptable to check a pitcher’s pockets or wide-receiver’s
hands for illegal substances (e.g. tar)

2. this is acceptable because all athletes willingly give up their privacy so that they
can participate in a sport where all of the rules are equally (fairly) enforced
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

Objection: Sport monopolies

Simon et al. contend that if some athletes are allowed to use PEDs, this would put
athletes in a situation where they either use PEDs or don’t participate in sport. Now
they are saying that people willingly accept PED rules because they are not forced to
participate in sport. The scenario is actually, either you “willingly” accept PEDs or you
don’t participate in sport at all. If the former is wrong, why is the latter acceptable?

Objection: Argument is limited

Their argument is limited. They contend it is acceptable to check a pitcher’s pockets
for illegal substances. When playing sport, you can willingly suspend certain liberties
(e.g. right to privacy, right to not self-incriminate). But this does not apply to random,
out-of-competition drug-testing.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

� Another important difference between PED rules and penalties and legal rules and
penalties is that law typically operates under the presumption that one is innocent
until proven guilty.

� In contrast, WADA and several other anti-doping agencies adopt the rule of strict
liability. According to this rule, athletes are held responsible whenever a banned
substance is found in the sample regardless of whether the athlete used the
drug intentionally (WADA, 2.1.1, p.18.)

� What this means it that an athlete is responsible and punished if a banned
substance is found in their “sample” even if they took reasonable precautions to
avoid putting banned substances in their system.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

In 2005 Argentine tennis player Guillermo Cañas
tested positive for hydrochlorothiazide (HCT), a
diuretic banned by WADA. While HCT does not
enhance performance, it is banned as it can be used
to mask the presence of PEDs.

Figure: Canas. CC.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

� Cañas argued that his positive sample was the
result of a medical mix-up.

� Cañas claimed that before a match in Mexico,
he was suffering from influenza. He claimed he
went to a tournament physician, received a
prescription, and took the prescription to one of
the Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP)
staff members to have the prescription filled.
Caas said that upon receiving the prescription,
he followed the tournament physicians
instructions as to its use, but later discovered
that he received the wrong drugs.

� Thus, he appealed the automatic two-year ban
to an arbitration panel.

Figure: Canas. CC.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

� The arbitration panel did not find his account
convincing

� he was given a two-year ban, and

� ordered to return the prize money he received
while on PEDs ($276,070).

Figure: Canas. CC.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

� Cañas appealed the arbitration panels ruling to
the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS).

� In his appeal, not only was record keeping by
tournament officials criticized, but Paulo Sergio
Carvallo, a coach of another athlete, testified
that when he went to have a prescription filled
by an ATP employee, he had inadvertently
received Cañass medication while Cañas received
his prescription for Rofucal, a drug that contains
HCT. Figure: Canas. CC.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

� CAS overturned the financial penalties against
Cañas and reduced his suspension from two
years to fifteen months

� CAS however did not order WADA to overturn
the suspension altogether.

� CAS took Cañas to be negligent in failing to
check the prescription. And, under the rule of
strict liability, the athlete is responsible for their
sample even if there is no evidence of intent.

Figure: Canas. CC.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

� Cañas then appealed CASs ruling in Swiss court

� In March of 2007, the Swiss Federal Tribunal
voided CASs ruling and ordered a rehearing of
Cañass case.

� Nevertheless, CAS stood firm, upholding their
original decision concerning the fifteen-month
ban.

a

aBeing found guilty of doping need not mean that an athletes blood or urine contained traces of
banned drugs. Irregular fluctuations in a professional athletes biological passport, an electronic
record of different markers in blood that is drawn over a period of time, is often regarded as
sufficient proof that the athlete has used some form of PED. In addition to drug-testing, athletes
can be found guilty of doping through so-called non-analytic or positives that rely on enough
circumstantial evidence to persuade arbitration panels that decide doping cases. Track stars
Michelle Collins, Tim Montgomery, and Marion Jones were all found guilty of doping using – not
the results of a positive drug test – but the cornucopia of evidence recovered from a raid on a Bay
Area Laboratory Co-Operative (BALCO) facility, as well as testimony from BALCO officials.

Figure: Canas. CC.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

By the time, Cañas returned to the pro scene, he
was no longer ranked and had to start over.

Figure: Canas. CC.
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Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument

In short, one objection to Simon et al.’s presumptive case argument is that there may
be an important difference between the justification of invading the privacy and bodies
of bus drivers and that of athletes. In the latter case, the PED rules and penalties often
make no consideration for whether or not the athlete intended to use PEDs.
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